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This pamphlet is intended to be a guide for those responsible for the 
organisation of training, in explaining the functions orlhe Headquarters 
Section of a local Civil Defence Division and preparing members for 
specific tasks. 
In the event of heavy attack, it is quite conceivable that a control 
centre learn will have to reinforce or perhaps take over a strange 
control centre; it is essential, tberefore, that throughout the country 
there should be uniformity of organisation and training. This does 
not mean that there is no room for flexibility in the procedure. For 
example the specimen log sheet (Appendix. .. B ") implies that much 
detail can be recorded. If this is possible it should be done; on the 
other hand under beavy saturation or atomic attack it may prove 
impossible and the logging system should be adapted accordingly 
and the recording made on an area or other suitable and practical 
basis. The whole system must, in other words, be capable of adjust­
ment to the needs of the situation. 
The organisation, training and war duties of the Section have been 
planned in the Light of experience gained from all types of raids on 
trus country, Germany and Japan. Whatever the nature of the attack, 
the members of the Headquarters Section will have responsibilities 
which are second to none in importance, since it is upon their efficiency. 
speed and accuracy. that the successful control of civil defence operations 
will in the main depend. 
The efficient functioning of the control centre must, however, depend 
to a considerable extent upon the standard of reconnaissance and 
reporting carried out by the" man on the spot ". No control centre, 
however highly organised, can be expected to function satisfactorily 
if the information it receives presents an inadequate picture of the 
situation. The importance, therefore, of Wardens who, with the 
Police, are the main reporting agents, being thoroughly and consistently 
trained in reporting cannot be too strongly empb..'lsised. It is essential 
that definite programmes of communications exercises should be 
organised and carried out, so designed as to increase the reporting 
efficiency of the reporting agents and at the same time, to test out 
thoroughly the staff of the Headquarters Section. 
This pamphlet deals with the control organisation on a static basis. 
It could happen that a Civil Defence Controller or Sub-Controll�r 
would find tbat he was too remote from the scene of operations. 
In such a case he might need to set up an advanced field headquarters 
as a temporary measure. Situations of this kind should be thought 






HEADQUARTERS SECI10N OF A LOCAL CIVIL DEFENCE 
DMSION 
1. OrganisatioD 
Each local authority responsible for organising a Division of the 
Civil Defence Corps wiU appoint an officer (and deputies where 
necessary) to take charge of the Section. The officer appointed to be 
in cbarge will be responsible for tbe general organisation and training 
of the Section though he may delegate the actual training as be thinks 
fit. 
The Section will be divided into two Sub-Sections (i) Control and 
Communications, (ii) Reconnaissance. 
(i) Control and Communications Sub-Section 
This Sub-Section will provide the means for the effective control 
and co-ordination of the services in the operational field of civil 
defence; one of its main functions will be to man and operate control 
centres at the various levels. It will be responsible for the colJection 
and coUation of reports and the issue of orders for the deployment of 
resources from within the area and of re-inforcing units from outside. 
It will also be responsible for the manning and field maintenance of 
emergency communications (despatch carriers, field telephones, 
wireless., etc.) with which the normal telephone system will need to be 
supplemented or replaced. 
(ii) Reconnaissance Sub-Section 
While the reconnaissance and reporting of damage will be carried 
Out in large measure by the Wardens and the Police, a Reconnaissance 
Sub-Section will be an essential part of the civil defence machine. 
The personnel of this Sub-Section will be specially trained and will 
normally work in parties reporting direct to the local Control or 
Sub-Control Centre. They will be responsible for such duties as 
obtaining further information to supplement the Warden's reports 
on the extent of damage; investigating the results of the use of any 
new type of weapon; reporting on the technical aspects of A.B.C. 





CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS SUB-SECTION 
PART I 
THE CONTROL OF CIVIL DEFENCE OPERATIONS 
6. General Principles of Local Control 
To enable the Civil Defence Corps to act speedily and effectively in 
an emergency it is necessary to have an efficient method of control 
and co-ordination and to provide a communications system for 
passing information and reports to the various services which would 
be required to act. Control and communications are closely linked, 
and this chapler gives guidance on both these matters. 
The control of civil defence operations involves three processes:­
(a) The cOllection and collation of reports of damage and 
casualties from all sources. 
(b) The issue of orders for the deployment of civil defence 
resources. 
(c) The coUection and dissemination as necessary of intelligence 
in regard to the enemy (e.g. types of attack, weapons, etc.). 
7. Central Government Control 
The Government proposes to establish a Central War Room in 
which information affecting all Departments with civil defence 
responsibilities will be collected and collated and from which advice 
and information will be distributed and directions on such matters 
as inter-regional reinforcements will be issued. 
8. Regional Headquarter.; 
In each of the eleven Civil Defence Regions in England and Wales 
there will be, in war, a Regional Commissioner appointed by the 
Government to co-ordinate civil defence measures throughout the 
Region. To his Headquarters, which will be linked to Group and 
Corps Authority control centres on the one band and to the Central 
Government on the other, there will be accredited representatives of 
aU the Departments concerned with civil defence including, for example, 
an officer of the Ministry of Health concerned with the casualty 
services and representatives of the police and fire services and of 
military commands. Regional Headquarters, being kept informed by 
Group and Corps Authorities of the situation as it develops in their 
areas. will be responsible for providing reinforcements of Mobile 
Columns, for co-ordinating mutual aid between local divisions with.in 
the Region, and for obtaining assistance from other Regions (througb 
the Central War Room). 
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9. Central Control (Scotland) 
Operational control wiIJ be exercised by a Scottish Central Contro I 
under the continuous direction of a Scottish Minister. The Control 
will be linked to the Central Government War Room, the Zone Control 
Centres and tbe Main Control Centres of local authorities outside the 
Zones, to Scottish Command and to other Service Headquarters. 
The Central Control's runctions wiIJ be similar to those or the Regional 
Headquarters in England and Wales. 
Two Civil Derence Zones are being set up based on Glasgow and 
Edinburgh and in each there will be a Zone Headquarters under a 
Zone Controller who has been appointed by the Secretary or State 
and will be in operational command, subject to any directions given 
by tbe Scottish Central Control, or the Civil Derence Corps Mobile 
Columns in his Zone, and wjlJ arrange where necessary for police, 
fire and casualty service reinforcements for attacked areas and advise 
the Central Control when military aid or reinforcements from outside 
the Zone are needed. 
10. Corps Authority Control Centres (England and Wales) 
In each county and county borough in England and Wales (outside 
London Region) and in certain scheduled county districts. Lhere will 
be a Controller and a control centre dealing with the collection of 
reports and the deploymeut of units of the Local Division of the 
Civil Defence Corps, of the Ambulance Service and of Mobile First 
Aid Units allocated to the area. A county or county borough control 
centre WIll report direct to Regional Headquarters except where other 
arrangements have been made local.ly. 
In county boroughs with substantiaIJy more than 100,000 population 
one or more Sub-Divisional or Suh-Control Centres may be set up, 
from each of which a Sub-Divisional or Sub-Controller will arrange 
for tbe deployment of such Civil Defence Corps units as the Controller 
has allocated to the Sub-Control area. 
[0 every county a Control Centre will be set up which will exercise 
general charge of civil defence operations throughout the county 
except in any part included in a Group. Generally speaking a county 
will be divided into convenient operational areas, each of which will 
constitute a Sub-Division. A Sub-Divisional Control Centre will be 
set up in each of these sub-divisions. Below Sub-Divisional Control 
Centre level a centre will be established in some county districts for 
controlling local units of the comity division of the Civil Defence 
Corps; in some others where the establishment of a control centre 
is not justified there will, nevertheless, be a centre for reporting on 
any damage tbat may occur. 
The London Region consists of four Sub-Regions, each to be unde.r 
a Deputy Regional Commissioner. Each Sub-Region is further 
sub-divided into Groups (two of which have Sub-Groups) under 
Group Controllers. Each of tbe constituent authorities in these 
Groups and Sub-Groups (viz. the City of London, Metropolitan 
Boroughs and County Boroughs and certain County Districts of 
Middlesex, Hertfordshire. Essex, Kent and Surrey) will have its own 
Controller nnd control centre, the larger authorities (with substantially 
more than 100,000 population) also baving sub-control Centres. 
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II. Local Authority Control Centres (Scotland) 
In each CQunty, joint county and large burgh (or combined authority) 
there will be a Controller and a Main Control Centre dealing with 
the coUection of reports and the deployment of units of the local 
division of the Civil Defence Corps. I n  some of tbe larger areas 
Sub·Control Centres will be set up, from each of which the Sub· 
Controller wiU arrange for the deployment of such Civil Defence 
Corps units as the Controller has allocated to the Sub-Control area. 
Applications for reinforcements by local Civil Defence Controllers 
and their periodic situation reporls will normally be made as follows:­
(a) in a Zone, to the Zooe Controller, who will in turn keep the 
Scottish Central Control informed, and 
(b) outside a Zone, direct to the Scottish Central Control. 
PART 2 
INTERNAL ORGANISATION OF CONTROL AND 
SUB·CONTROL CENTRES 
16. General Requirements 
Within any control centre a carefully devised organisation and a 
trained staff are essential to produce quick and accurate working. 
The internal organisation of a control centre and the distribution of 
duties among the staff must be designed to fit local conditions, and 
will vary, for example, with the topography of the area, the strength 
of the Civil Defence Division and the number of subordinate centres 
through which it operates. The control centre must be continuously 
manned throughout the 24 bours, or at least by a skeleton staff, with 
arrangements to ensme that a full staff is available without delay in 
the event of an alert. It is not possible to prescribe standard rules 
as to the posts which need continuous cover but there must be a 
proper organisation of shifts so that staff is always standing by to fill 
those posts which are not continuously covered. 
17. Control Ceutre Responsibilities 
A full appreciation of the responsibilities of a control centre staff 
is essential if the most suitable type of organisation and procedme is 
to be devised. 
The responsibilities can be broadly described as follows:-
(a) To receive and take the necessary action including the ordering 
out of services, on all reports of air raid damage, and to deal 
properly with any other messages that may be received. 
(b) To exercise operational control over all units of the Civil 
Defence Corps and mobile first aid units alJocated to the area, 
including any mutual aid and reinforcements. 
(c) To caU for mutual aid or reinforcements througb the appro· 
priate channels, and as necessary to inform the mutual aid 
Or reinforcing authority in regard to rendezvous points and 
toutes. 
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(til To ensure under conditions or beavy bombing wben tbe local 
resources may be Insufficient at the outset that they are 
mitially deployed to the best advantage, having regard par­
tlCUldrly to priorities which are known to the Controller and 
which must Influence his decision. 
(el To provide the appropriate higber autbority with regular 
situation reports. 
(f) To ensure that a proper liaison is maintained with aU the 
other services concerned in Civil Defence. 
(g) To ensure that essential infonnalion is circulated and made 
available 10 all those who may be conceroed. 
(It) To act as an Intelligcnce Centre and to circulate to those 
concerned information in regard to the enemy's tactics, use 
of weapons and types of weapons and tbelT probable influence 
on Civil Defence operations. 
J8. Control Centre Procedure 
The main essentials of conlrol centre procedure are simplicity, speed, 
accuracy and thoroughness. To meet thcse requiremcnts the foUowing 
rules must be observed:-
(a) tbere must be a clear and well understood division of responsi. 
bllilY between tbe various members of tbe staff, including 
delegation of authority as required; 
(b) proper records must be kept to ensure tbat necessary action is 
not overlooked and to avoid unnecessary dupHcation; 
(e) the number of people having direct access to tbe operations 
room must be restricted to a IlUnimum; 
(d) at all times, especially during action periods, tbe atmospbere 
in the control centre must be tbat of a quiet, orderly office; 
(el all work must be kept up to date; 
(f) if the pressure on the Centre is such that all the work cannot 
be accomplished at once, there must be a planned selection of 
priorities. 
11 is also important that there should be a standardised control 
procedure ulroughoul the coumry, so that anybody from another 
Corps Authority area coming in from outside will not have difficulty 
in understanding what is going on. 
The conlrol centre procedure can most conveniently be described 
by following the course of a message from its receipt to the stage 
when it is filed away. 
lf  the message is brought by a despatch carrier (on a 11l0tor-<:ycle or 
bicycle, or on foot), be enters the despatch carriers' waiting room and 
passes his message through the hatch into the message room; it is 
taken from the hatch by an indoor messenger, copied by a clerk· 
telephonist and the copies are given to the message room supervisor 
who checks them for legibility, etc. The message is then passed through 
ute'" in .. hatch into tbe operations room. 
If ule message is received by telephone the telephonist writes it down 
and copies are checked by the message room supervisor and passed 
through tbe •• in .. batch into the operations room. 
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The plotting clerk takes all messages from the" in " hatch, allots 
to each an occurrence number, and marks that number on each 
message; all subsequent reports conceroing this occurrence will 
be given this number. He then plots the occurrence on the map and 
hands all copies of the message to the operations room messenger who 
distributes them to the Controller, Operations Officer, Heads of 
Sections and to the Police and Fire Officers, as required, as quickly as 
possible. The plotting clerk maintains a list of tbe occurrences as he 
plots them and of the numbers allocated to eacb occurrence. 
The operations officer is responsible for preparing and issuing. 
subject to instructions or advice from the Controller, Sub-Controller 
or Heads of Sections or Services as necessary, any instructions for the 
movement of services, etc., which the message reqwres. 
Out messages arc collected by the messenger and passed through 
the" out" hatch into the message room for despatch by telephone or 
despatch carrier under the supervision of the message supervisor. A 
copy is handed to the tally board clerk, who maintains a record on tbe 
tally board of the services sent to the occurrence. 
The original in-message and carbons of the out-message(s) go to the 
records clerk who keeps the messages relating to each occurrence in 
a separate folder or clip. When the out-messages have reached their 
destinations, carbons, bearing the time of despatch by telephone and 
the initials of the telephonist, are passed from the message room to the 
records clerk who can thus check that action has been completed. 
When an out-message is delivered by hand, the despatch carrier will 
obtain a receipt from the recipient and return this to the records clerk. 
The records clerk will thus maintain a complete file of reports and 
action taken at each occurrence. He will, also, for the purpose of easy 
reference, maintain a log sheet. 
The above are the stages through which a simple in-message and 
the related out-message would go. There will, however, be complica­
tions, among which might be tbe following:-
The message might contain information of specific interest to some 
service other than the Civil Defence Corps (e.g., damage to public 
utilities, etc.), or of general interest to all services operating during or 
after a raid (e.g., damage to communications, blocking of roads, etc.), 
Copies of an in-message of this kind will be sent by the operations 
officer or the officer-in-charge to the liaison officers' room where a 
map or maps showing damage to communications and to other vital 
services will be maintained, and where telephone facilities will be 
provided for liaison officers (e.g., gas, water and electricity undertakings) 
to communicate with their own headquarters. 
19. Staff and Duties 
Control Centre duties fall into four main blocks:­
Direction of Operations 
Receipt and Despatch of Telephone Messages 
Despatch Carrying 
Liaison. 
Tn the specimen layout of a control centre there is one room for 
each of these four blocks of duties and for the staff engaged upon it. 
(See Appendix A.) 
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20. Operations Room 
Accommodation will be provided in the operations room for tbe 
Controller, Heads of Sections or Services and for the senior Police 
Officer and Fire Officer, or their representatives togetber with the 
necessary staff. It will also be important tbat the Controller has 
available to him a communications adviser and the Chief or Senior 
Officer of the Reconnaissance Sub-Section. 
The Heads of Sections or their representatives have two main 
responsibilities when on duty:-
(a) to keep in touch with the situation so that they can ensure 
thaL their own services are operating efficiently (it wiJI be 
essential for them to pay periodic vistts to the action fronts) 
and 
(6) to advise the operations room staff when necessary. 
As the Controller and Heads of Sections or their representatives 
cannol and must not always be in the control centre it is essential that 
authority is delegated to a responsible member of the staff to give 
orders On their behalf. In this pamphlet the operations officer is 
assumed to be given that authority. This officer will. of course, 
consult Heads of Sections. etc., if and when consultation is necessary 
and practicable; but the despatch of services must never be delayed 
if. for any reason, the persons to be consulted are oot immediately 
available. 
The main tasks of the operations room staff will be:-
(1) To sift information as it comes in aod, if necessary, to ob13.in 
conflrmation. This will entail distinguishing between reports 
of fresh damage and those which refer to damage already 
reported, and tracing whether a report in connection with 
an old occurrence merely confirms previous information or 
contains some new factor of importance on which action must 
be taken. 
(2) To keep the map marked up so that it shows at any moment a 
complete picture of all damage that has been reponed during 
the current 24 hours including, in particular, any blocked 
roads. 
(3) To prepare messages for despatch by the message room staff. 
II' it is essential to send. or receive verbal messages, a written 
record of such messages should be made. 




(In large centres C<1.ch of the above officers might require a clerk to 
assist him; in small centres the functions of operations officer and 
officer-in-charge might be undertaken by one person). 





The officer-in--cbarge is responsible for the general direction of tbe 
control centre and for the organisation and training of the staff and 
for all personnel matters-duty roster, discipline, etc. It is his job to 
see that the machine works smoothly and efficiently. He must see that 
everyone is doing his particular job, provide assistance where needed, 
secure a general picture of what is happening, settle all difficulties that 
arise and handle all (except routine) contacts with outside agencies. 
22. Operations Officer 
The operations officer, under the general directions of the Controller, 
has three main responsibilities of the highest importance:-
(a) to issue the orders calling out the essential life saving services 
(rescue parties, ambulances, etc.) under command, in accord­
ance with the needs of the situation; 
(b) to request mutual aid or reinforcements if the local forces are 
likely to prove inadequate; 
(c) by keeping the Controller and Heads of Sections or Services 
informed, to ensure that all forces under command are used 
to the best and most economic advantage and, as far as is 
practicable. that they are adequate for their tasks. The 
importance of using fully all the local forces before asking 
for help from outside cannot be over emphasised. 
In the djscbarge of all the above responsibilities he will act under 
the instructions or advice of the Heads of Sections or Services, or their 
representatives. but he must have full authority to act on his own in 
their absence. He is also responsible for supervising the preparation 
of situation reports. 
23. Plotting Clerk 
The plotting clerk will receive copies of all IN messages and keep 
the control room map marked up-lO-date. He must check all damage 
reports as they come in to determine whether they relate to fresh 
damage or to damage which has previously been reported. 
The ploUing clerk will allot to each seat of damage, a number, (the 
Occurrence No.) and will mark it on each message relating to that 
damage so that all subsequent reports and messages concerning it 
can be keyed to that number. The records should be kept as simple 





(Wardells' Post Area) 
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Reporting Age,,' 
24. Tally Board Clerk 
The lally board clerk will mainlain the Tallyboard. On receipt of 
a message indicating the strength of parties, he will make the necessary 
adjustments on the board. The tallies will be adjusted in accordance 
with any move ordered in OUT messages. 
25. Record Clerk 
The record clerk files all "eN" and" OUT" messages in files 
numbered to correspond to the reference number of the occurrence 
to which they refer. He thus has available for reference a complete 
record of' all reports, and of the action taken. He will ti.le a duplicate 
copy of all •. OUT" messages passed for despatch. lf despatch is by 
telephone he will replace the duplicate by the original on its reLUra 
from the message room. ] r despatch is by messenger or despatch 
carrier he will nltach to the duplicate the receipt brought from the 
recipient. Anyone consulting a fLie can thus see tbe stage of action 
reached with regard to an .. OUT" message. rf tbe spaces for" Time 
of Despatch" and .. Telepbonist's Initials" are not completed it 
meaos the original copy is still in the Message Room or on its way by 
road and its despatch has Dot yet been completed. 
A file is also essential for messages to and from the next higher centre 
and a .. MisceJlaneous It file will be required for messages which do 
DOl relate to any particular damage. 
Tbe records clerk will also keep a Log Sheet for the purpose of 
showing how tbe progress of the raid and the utilisation of resources 
are developing. Tltis information will not only be of the greatest 
possible use to the Controller but will also provide a permanent 
precis of damage sustained and Servkes called out. All this information 
can be set out all one carefully drawn up Log Sheet. It is true that the Tally Board will give the majority of this information, but it must 
be remembered that the Tally Board is not a permanent record; when 
a vehicle returns to its Depot the appropriate tally is returned to its 
Depot hook, and aU record of its operational activity is lost. The 
log will, therefore, be regarded as a permanent record both for current 
and future usc, c.g., ill the compilation of the War Diary. The layout 
of the Log Sheet must be kept as simple as possible, aod yet allow for 
all information which is likely to prove useful. A specimen lo£: 
sheet is shown at Appendix • •  B ". 
Whenever lime permits the record clerk will scrutinize his files with 
a view to:-
(n) Checking tbat all action is in hand. 
(b) Bringing to the notice of the officer·in·charge or operations 
oOleer any occurrence wilh regard to which action is unac· 
countably incomplete or slow. 
(e) Verifying lbat all messages included have been correctly filed 
and thal any superfluous copies are removed. 
26. Indoor Messengers 
The indoor messengers will be of general use in a control centre. 
In purticu\ur one can well be employed in assisting: Lbe records clerk. 
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27. Message Room 
The message room is solely concerned with the receipt and despatch 
of messages. For this purpose the following staff will be required:­
Message Supervisor 
Message Supervisor's Assistant (in large centres) 
Telephonists. 
28. Messa ge Supervisor 
The message supervisor is in charge of the message room, and will 
be responsible to the officer-in-charge for the training of the staff. 
He occupies a key position and there are advantages if a volunteer 
with experience can be found for this post. His duties in connection 
with the message room routine in war-time are:-
(1) to arrange the duty roster for all message room personnel so 
that a skeleton staff is always on duty and a ful! staff is available 
at very short notice by day or night; 
(2) to supervise the work of the message room generally so as to 
ensure that it is carried out with accuracy and rapidity and 
that messages are legible; 
(3) to draw attention to any interruption or serious congestion of 
the telephone communications; 
(4) to ensure that messages are despatched according to the 
priority laid down; 
(5) during periods of delay in despatch of" OUT" messages to 
authorise the use of" TN" telephones for their transmission 
and 
(6) to see that .. OUT" messages after despatch are promptly 
returned to the operations rOOIn. duly completed. for filing by 
the record clerk. 
29. Telephonists 
Telephonists will write down or transmit messages as required. 
initialling and timing them by the twenty.four hour clock as reception 
and transmjssion is completed. Messages must be repeated back, 
phrase by phrase. to ensure accuracy; after completion they will be 
handed to an indoor messenger for disposal. 
30. Message Carrying 
Message carriers provide a supplementary means of communication 
and are of particular value i n  case of a breakdown of the telephone 
service. Tn a large centre a senior despatch carrier may be needed to 
supervise the despatch carriers. Long distance runs will be performed 
in cars or on motor cycles and local deliveries on foot. pedal cycles or 
sometimes on motor cycles. 
31. Liaison 
Other services besides the Civil Defence Corps. Police and Fire 
Services will need inrormation about air raid damage. This can most 
conveniently be provided in a separate map room where information 
can be plotted as received (by the clerk.in...charge of the liaison officers' 
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room) so that a liaison officer from any service may find out the damage 
situation whcnever rcquired. Among the services using th.is facility 
would be the Public Utility Services (water, gas, electricity, sewers, etc.) 
and the Ministry of Food local representatives. According to local 
conditions othcr liaison officers should be brought in; in an important 
railway town, for example it might be advisable to have a railway 
liaison officer. 
The maps will bc marked to show the maIO features of the water, 
gas and electricity undertakings and se\\crage system, the industrial 
and othcr ImpoTlant premises scncd by them, important roads, etc. 
After heavy d.lmage has occurred the representatives of the services 
concerned or the clerk-IO-charge will be able to show on the maps the 
damage done to the principal installations or services within tbelr 
responsibi lit y. 
Liaison is a two-way channel of information. For e�ample while 
representati\cs of tbe Public Utility Services will visit the control centre 
to find out the effects of the attack on their installations, they may also 
be able to contribute information of value to the Controller or Heads 
of Sections. 
In many sub-control centres a liaison ofllcers' room will not be 
wanted as all tbe necessary facilities can be provided in the control 
centre. 
32. lnformation 
Experience of beavy air attack durmg the 1939.45 War has shown tbe 
need, in major controls, for an JOtclligence room apart from the main 
control centre, where mformation can be concentrated affecting the 
work of restoration and other matters outside the field of operation 
of the CiVil Defence Corps. Such a room Will help to avoid congestion 
in the control cenlre and mlerference with the normal work of control. 
It must be closely linked with the conlrol centre and provided with 
maps on which damage, road blocks, etc., can be shown. Admission 
to this room must be restricted to tbose who require the information 
to help in their work. The public must not be admitted and the inform­
ation made available must be regarded as confidential. An officer or 
clerk must be on duty in this room to give aoy necessary explanalions 
and to receive and plot information from the control centre. 
PART 3 
PLOTTING AND THE USE OF THE TALLY BOARD 
36. The Map 
The map or maps will cover the whole area controlled by the centre, 
with the addition of such small scale maps as may be necessary to 
show surroundmg areas. The map should be so sited in the operations 
room that it is clearly visible to all exocuthe officers, and it is suggested 
that wall mounting IS generally the most suitable. The map should be 
mounted on n material iDlO wnich pins can easily be stuck. A soft 
material, such as Insulation Board, has proved generally salisfactory 
for litis purpose. 
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The space available and the size of the area will determine the most 
convenient scale oflhe maps required. The most suitable will probably 
be found to be:-
I inch scale for large areas, e.g. Counties. 
2! inch scale for parts of Counties, e.g. Sub-Divisional areas. 
6 inch scale for intermediate types of area, partly urban. 
25 inch scale for built-up areas. 
Whatever the scale of the map, National Grid lines must be shown. 
Fixed points in the operational organisation such as Civil Defence 
Depots, Police and Fire Stations, etc., should be indicated by the use 
of conventional signs. It is essential that a uniform system of signs 
should be adopted in all comrol centres. A system which is in use 
at the Civil Defence Tactical School is set out in Appendix "C ".  
It is recommended that this should be adopted for the purposes of 
training and exercises; when experience has been gained of its use, 
it will be reviewed. Consideration wiIJ also be given to the adoption 
of additional stanaard signs for other fixed points as may be found 
desirable by experience. The amount of detail to be shown at a 
particular control centre will vary to some extent according to the 
area controlled, viz., Division, Sub-Division, Sub-Control area. The 
boundaries of Wardens' Post areas should be shown at all control 
cenlres. 
In rural or semi-rural areas, one operational map will normally be 
sufficient, providing that it gives a complete picture of all the damage 
reported during the current 24 hours, and when changed, important 
details such as road blocks are left in position. In the larger conlrol 
centres, County, County Borough or Group/Zone Controls, two 
operational maps should be in use, one for the current 24 hours and 
the other for the previous 24 hours. Post-raid problems are very 
much simplified if the control centre retains a complete map record 
of the previous day's occurrences. 
37. Plotting 
Plotting may have to show:-
(a) Localised damage-(a rew bouses) caused by tbe odd high 
explosive bomb, or sporadic raiding. 
(b) Medium damage-caused by a moderate H.E. or mecbanical 
weapon attack. 
(e) Area damage--caused by a saturation or atomic attack and 
which will often be graded from an area of complete destruction 
to comparatively minor damage. 
During the last war the system of plotting was often too complex 
and some control centres plotted air raid damage by using a series 
of coloured pins, e.g. blue for H.E., red for Incendiary Bombs, etc. 
Others used the cork or plastic headed pin into which many other 
pins were inserted in an endeavour to show all the detailed information 
in one place. Such procedures are considered to be unnecessary and 
are liable to confusion by overloading the map with too much detail. 
In the event of atomic or saturation attack and to avoid overloading 
the control centre, operational messages will be filtered at various 
levels in the reporting chain, i.e. Damage Control Officers, Warden 
Posts, Damage Control Sector Officers, each level forwarding a 
composite message giving the overall situation as it applies to the 
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whole of the area coneeroed. It follows, therefore, that the plotting 
of damage must be on a Wardens' Post ba3is. or possibly after an 
atomic 31wck on a Damage Control Sector basis. In a control centre 
after heavy attack it will not be necessary or even possible to plot 
each seal of damage, but rather to provide a general picture of tbe 
situation on an area basis. 
(i) Localised Damage 
Each ,eat of damage will be shown on the map by a single flat headed 
pin, clearly numbered with the serial number taken from the Occurrence 
Chart. The only other pins necessary on the map are those to show 
where blocked roads arc and the position of unexploded missiles. 
(ii) AfediunI Damage 
Medium damage, ,,,hether caused by saturation attack, or by the 
mOTC gradual bUIld up of indIvidual occurrences, can be \-'cry clearly 
Indicated on the map by a number of pins placed round the pen meter. 
This can be shown in even greater rehef by a length of coloured wool 
or tape around the pinS. 
As an alternative to the use of pins, It is now possible to obtain 
maps, which have been specially processed to enable the use of 
coloured chinag-r3ph pencils. This method is very simple; the markings 
can be quickly erased ; and there is no danger of pins fallmg out and 
tbe map has a much longer life. 
(iii) Area Damag� 
Damage from an atomic attack will also be on an area basis and it 
is essential that the control centres should obtain a rapid appreciation 
of the situation as a whole as early as possible. This would be greatly 
facilitated by an early estimallon of tbe position of ground zero. The 
determination of ground zero is comparali\cly easy if observation 
posts, wardens and other reporting agents can give bearings on the 
burst from different directions. 
Once ground zero has been established, a •• template " is used to 
give a rough picture of the areas of damage. (See Appendix " 0 '"). 
This " template " C3n be made up locally but i t  must be marked to 
the scale of the map used. Tbe example given is to :1 scale of21 inches 
10 one male. I n  preparing the " template " a hole sbould be pierced 
in the exact centre and boles also along the line running from the 
centre to the Nortb Point. In tbis way by inserting a pencil circles 
may be drawn on tbe map itself. 
A simplified " template " can be made consisting of a strip of wood 
or cellulOid marl-..ed to the scale of the map used, and Into \\hich 
holes arc bored, at map distances apart of half mile, one mile, etc. 
Tbe strip is then used as a compass and circles drawn, with crayon 
or coloured pencil direct on to tbe map to indicate the areas of complete 
damage and the stages of severe and minor damage. 
By tbese means tbe control centre can obtain a rough picture of the 
are..'lS affected and make the first dispositions. Undue reliance should 
not however be placed on tbese methods; it "ill only be when full 
reports have been obtained and plolted that lhe final shape of the 
damaged area will be known. 
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38. Tbe TaUy Board 
(i) Functions oj the Tally Board 
The main function of the Tally Board is to provide information as to 
local resources, and the board can easily be made to show:-
(I) The strength of the resources available to the authority at any 
onc time. 
(2) The disposition of these forces within the area. 
(3) The deployment of forces to sites of damage. 
This is by no means tbe limit of its possibilities, so far as resources 
are concerned ; it can also be made to indicate:-
(4) The position regarding reinforcements both into and out of 
the area. 
(5) The deployment of incoming reinforcements to seats of damage 
within tbe area. 
These are the main five items hut other information can be simply 
and easily included on tbe board. II can indicate at a glance :-
(6) Whether a Damage Control Officer is in attendance at an 
occurrence, and the position of his headquarters. 
(7) The outstanding features of the occurrence, i.e. whether the 
situation is complicated by fire, UXBs. or A.B.C. agents. 
(8) Whether the public utility services have been affected. 
Many other items could be included, but care is needed to avoid 
overloading, remembering that normally only one person will operate 
the board, and that detailed information can be obtained from the 
Log Sheet and Occurrence file kept by the records clerk. 
(ii) Type oj Board 
Provided the whole of the Tally Board can be seen by the operations 
room staff, the choice between a horizontal and vertical board, (i.e. 
the tallies moved sideways or up and down) will to a large extent, 
depend upon the space available. Only the former will be described 
in this pamphlet but the layout and manipulation of the vertical board 
should be quite clear from the sketch plan in Appendix " E ", 
The size of the board will depend on the number of depots and 
mobile resources available to the control centre, and the number of 
occurrences it is desired to show on the board at any one time. It is 
suggested that it could be mounted on tbe wall between battens secured 
only by wooden or metal " turn-screws ". The board could be made 
in two separate panels to allow, if necessary, for the insertion of 
further reinforcement panels. Further Occurrence panels could then 
be placed alongside tbe original to accommodate any number of 
occurrences. A small black-board is included at the bottom of the 
resources panel to allow recording of essential information not already 
covered by the board. As a rough guide, a board with the resources 
panel five feet by four feet and the occurrence panel five feet by three 
feet would be large enough for a control centre serving a population 
of about 100,000 and could show up to 30 occurrences at any one time. 
The board should be painted with a white undercoating and with 
two coats of white paint (matt finish). This provides the best possible 
background, from a visibility point of view, and will not shine. All 
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rulings and letterings on tbe board sbould be in black tbus forming a 
direct contrast to the white background. The tallies should be in 
plastic, Lin, or some otber durable substance, capable of withstanding 
much handling without deterioration. They should not exceed one 
and a quarter inches by ooe inch, with a top Hange through which a 
hole SbOI�d be drilled. Tbe tallies are bung on eitber right angled 
brass hooks, or on one inch panel pins sel at a sHght upward angle. 
(iii) Descriptio" 
In actual raiding conditions the Tally Board is just as important as 
tbe Map, and is certainly referred to more ofteo. Both arc essential­
tbe Map to indicate the battle to be fought and Lbe Tally Board to 
sbow the forces available to fight the battle. 
Remembering tbe eight items of intell igence wbich the Board can 
be made to sbow, the proposed board caters adequately for these 
items and is very simple in operation. 
The board consists of (wo separate panels:­
(I) Tbe Resources or Assembly panel. 
(2) The Occurrence panel. 
<al The Resources Pallel 
Down Lhe left-hand side of the panel are shown the various Services 
likely Lo be available Lo the authority. Each Service has its own dIs­
tinctive colour and the talJjes representing parties or vehicles are 
coloured to correspond. 
The following colours sbould be used :-
Rescue Parties 
Ambulances . .  . 
Casualty Cars . .  . 
. . .  
. .  . 
Mobile First Aid Units 
Reconnaissance Parties 
Other Services . . .  . . . 
. . .  
. . .  
. . .  
. . . 
. . .  
. . .  
. . .  
. . .  







Across the top of the panel are shown the depots or hospitals al 
which the resources arc stationed. Each depot is numbered and aU 
the tallies representing resources attacbed to a depot bear that depot 
number. When a tally is removed from the resources panel it is 
immediately apparent from its colour wbat party or vehicle i t  represents, 
and by its number. the depot from which it came. 
As " Other Services " may include many different services, it may 
be advisable, to assist identification, to mark the tally with a letter as 
well as the depoL number. Thus " C "  denotes .• Canteen ", .. 0 "  
" Omnibus ". etc. 
Down the right-hand side of the panel are shown tbe reinforcement 
columns. When it is necessary to ask for assistance the number of 
tallies of the appropriate colour sbould be buog in the " IN " . .  Asked 
for "  column. \Vben they are available they should be transferred 
to the " IN '' .. Arrived " column. If the reinforcements are tempor­
arily quartered in existing depots they should be shown i n  the appro­
priate depot column. These reinforcement tallies should bear no 
depot number as they represent services from outside the control centre 
area. 
With " Outgoing " reinforcements, the appropriate tallies are moved 
rrom the depot columns to the Reinrorcements •• Out " column. 
(b) The Occurrence Pallel 
Across the top or the occurrence panel there is a column ror the 
Occurrence Number. This is indicated by a numbered tally which 
will correspond to the Occurrence Number plotted on the map. 
When services are ordered to be sent. the appropriate tallies repre­
senting the services ordered out are moved across from the resources 
panel and placed against the occurrence number to which they have 
been ordered. When the services arc reported back at their depots. 
the tallies are returned to their original position. 
All incidents brought together under one Damage Control Officer 
are treated as a single occurrence and all additional resources sent will 
report to lbe D.C.O. Tbe Tally Board can be easily adjusled 10 sbow 
lbis. 
At the bottom of the occurrence panel are shown:-
( 1)  Whether or not a Damage Control Officer is present. For 
lbis purpose a large white black edged lally should be used, 
hung by one corner. It is recommended that the position of 
lbe D.C.O's bead quarters sbould be marked on lbe lally, 
e.g., map reference or street name. 
(2) Fire-Marked with a red tally. 
(3) Unexploded missiles. Marked wilb a black lally. 
(4) Toxic agents-Marked with black tallies with white letters, 
i.e., A. B. C. 
(5) Public utililies damaged-Marked wilh black tallies wilb wbite 
letters, e.g., .. G .. Gas Mains, .. W .. Water Mains, etc. 
It must be remembered that the Tally Board is intended to show only 
the resources available and their disposition. The Board should not, 
therefore, be loaded with occurrences to which no services have been 
despatched. This is insured by the operator being instructed to take 
action only on those messages which order out parties or vehicles. 
Occurrences to which no services have been despatched will, of 
course, be recorded on the Log Sheet. 
(iv) The County Tally Board 
A county or a county borough with sub-controls is not so much 
concerned with individual occurrences as it is with the general damage 
and the resources position in each of its sub-control areas. The 
board can be adapted to meet this condition ir instead of depots on 
the resources panel sub-control centres are substituted. The resources 
will be numerically greater, but more than one talJy can be hung on 
each hook, or one tally may represent a number of parties or vehicles. 
On the OCCurrence panels, instead of dealing wiLh individual incidents, 
a county or a county borough with sub-controls will be dealing primarily 
with reinforcement of sub-control areas. Instead of occurrence 
tallies, therefore, numbered tallies corresponding to the numbers 
allotted to the various sub-control areas will be used. The principles 




LOCAL CIVIL DEFENCE COMMUNICATIONS 
44. Requirements 
The system of communications must provide for receipt of reporLS 
of damage and of calls for aid and consequent messages to Services, 
for communication with higher authorities and for Haison with other 
authorities at local level. Civil defence communications must rely 
primarily on the G.P.O. system. This may be subject to partial or 
complete local breakdown d uring or Jn1.mediately after ao attack.. 
The Civil Defence Corps will therefore have 10 provide tbeir own local 
communications and lhis duty will be the responsibility of the 
communications personnel of tbe Cootrol and Communications Sub­
Section. Alternative routings and the work of the G.P.O. repair 
parties oUlside any heavily damaged area would make complete and 
lengthy breakdown of lbe trunk telephone system unUkel)'. I t  is 
t herefore nOl proposed to make specific provision of field cable or 
wireless between regional and main control. 
45. Facilities Available 
(i) Telephone 
The war scale of provision is indicated in Appendix G for England 
nnd Wales and Appendix H for Scotland. Provision for training 
purposes may be less. 
Exch.lIlge lines will be largely used as tbey provide the maximum 
flexibility. The telephone numbers will be ex·directory so that the 
control centre can only be called by authorised persons. The message 
room lines will normally have consecutive numbers arranged for 
" auxiliary working " wbereby a caU made to the primary number of 
Ibe group of lines is  completed over any free line of the group. 
Private circuits normally run through the local telephone exchange 
building in the same cables that carry the excha.nge l ines from the 
premises concerned ; any damage to cables affecting exchange lines 
con t hererore be expecled to a,ffect the private circuits. 
Headgear receivers will be provided for the message room telepbones 
so lh:Jt telephonists may have both hands rree to handle message fOfms. 
This type of receiver, which bas only one earpiece. will be associated 
with the pedestal C'  candlestick ") type telepbone complete witb its 
normal switch book which will be control.led by tbe use of a suitable 
weight.  
Visual calling indicators with buzzers may be provided i n  lieu of 
telephone bells. 
Where it is desired to keep the telephone il1S1ruments under lock 
and key. they may either be terminated on plugs and the lines on 
sockets, or it may be found convenient to have the instruments fitted 
with long cords. 
(ii) Field Cables 
J I1  the event of serious local G.P.C. telephone breakdowns, field 
cable detachments of tbe Headquarters Control and COIUUlunications 
Sub-Section would lay field cables from control or sub-coDlrol centres 
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to convenient points near the scene of operations. They mjgbt also 
be used to restore telephonic communication with rescue and ambulance 
depots or, for example, between a county borough control centre and 
its sub-control centres. 
(iii) Wireless 
Although wireless has obvious advantages for certain purposes, 
especially for communicating with mobile forces, its use is subject 
to many limitations and must be confined to the special purposes 
for which it is essential. 
In target areas the Reconnaissance Sub-Section will be equipped with 
walkie-talkie wireless sets for use between patrols reconnoitring on foot 
and reconnaissance vehicles driven as near to the heart of the damage 
as debris, etc. will permit. These reconnaissance vehicles will be 
equipped with higher powered 2-way VHF wireless sets for relaying 
reconnaissance reports to Controllers (or Sub-Controllers in large 
county boroughs). The same sets could also be used, when services 
are deployed, to provide links between the Controller or Sub-Controller 
and the Damage Control Officers at the scene of operations if they 
have no telephone communications. 
(iv) Despatch Carriers 
Runners, pedal cyclists and motor cyclists will provide an alter­
native means of communication when there is a breakdown of telephone 
service. 
46. Number of Operations Room Telephone Lines 
Controllers and Heads of Sections or Services should not require 
exchange lines for issuing orders (since such orders should, to the 
greatest possible extent, be despatched in writing through the message 
room). They will no doubt require them for other purposes, but, with 
the possible exception mentioned below in the case of the Medical 
Officer of Health, not one each. A maximum of six lines should be 
allocated as convenient among the officers in the operations room. 
The number and variety of the contacts which the Medical Officer of 
Health or his representative personally will need to maintain during 
operations may make it  necessary for him to have the exclusive use 
of an exchange tine. and where this is so one of the lines mentioned 
above should be allocated. It may also be convenient to provide the 
Control1er or the operations officer with a parallel extension of the 
message room line reserved for communication with the next higher 
authority. 
Representatives of the PoLice and Fire Service should have instru­
ments connected in parallel with the private lines to those services 
which terminate in the message room; similarly where a private line 
is provided from the message room to the ambulance control, the 
Medical Officer of Health should have a parallel instrument in the 
operations room. 
47. Number of Liaison Officers' Room Telepbone Lines 
One exchange line (or exceptionally two) may be provided for use 
by visiting representatives of the public utilities and similar services or 
to enable the headquarter officers of such services to seek operational 
information by telephone. 
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PART 5 
THE TRA I N I NG OF THE CONTROL CENTRE STAFF 
52. General Principles 
The training of control centre staffs must follow the four training 
stages laid down in Training Memorandum No. I .  10 order to main­
tain the interest of volunteers, progress from individual and team to 
collective training sbould oot be unduly delayed, tbough lbe lalter 
form of training will be largely ineffective unless a reasonable standard 
of individual training bas first been attained. Members of the staff 
will necessarily further develop their skill as indjviduals during 
collcctive training, 
Under no circumstances should a control centre be allowed to take 
pan in combined training until the staff are capable of working 
smoothly and efficienLly undec strcollOUS coiJcctive training conditions. 
Any attempt to carry out combined exercises at an earlier date must 
inevitably mean that civil defence parties will be kept waiting abom 
with rcsulling general discouragement, loss of interest and adverse 
repercussions on rccTUtting. 
The training syllabus for tbe Headquarters Section is laid down in 
Training Memorandum No. 5. Some of the more important points 
on which instruction for the Control and Communications Sub-Section 
will be necessary are given below:-
(a) Control Centre Operational Procedure. 
(b) Message procedure. 
(c) Commullications-Civil Defence, Police, Fire and Army to 
include military abbreviations (See Appendix Q. 
(d) Local geography with special reference to any features which 
might affect the deployment of mobile forces, e.g. rivers or 
railways crossed by only a limited number of bridges. 
(e) Setting up a Mobile Coolrol. 
53. Message Procedure 
(i) " IN " Messages 
. .  IN " JTIesSilges should be written down on the ilppropriilte form, 
e.g. First Report, CDM2, Damage Control, CDM4 (see Appendix 
., J "). ,,; IN " message forms are printed in fed to distinguish them 
readily from " OUT " message forms, which arc printed in black. 
The number of copies required will be decided in  advance by the 
officer-in-charge and will apply to all messages received. Even in the 
largest centre, however, not more than five carbon copies should 
normally be required and these can easily be written in  one operation 
if an F or H pencil is used and a piece of talc or zinc or similar hard 
substance is placed below the bottom copy. 
(ii) . . 0 UT " messages 
MeiSages should be written on form CD!\'B. Sufficient copies of 
all messages must be made so that apart from those required for use 
in the operations room, onc copy for each addressee can be passed to 
the message room. 
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54. Hints on Message Composition 
I .  The message should be clear and brief. No word should be 
included unless considered essential to the meaning of the message. 
2. Punctuation should be confined to full stops which are to be 
transmitted. In manuscript a full SlOp should be written as a circle 
with a dOl in the centre. The word " stop " should not be used to 
incticate a full stop. 
3. Fractions. decimals, mathematical and other signs should be 
written as words. i.e. 2 · 5  should be written as . .  two point five ". 
Inverted commas should be indicated by the word " quote " at the 
beginning of the qUOlation and " unquote " at the end. 
4. Abbreviations will only be used when their meaning will be 
understood by all recipients. In other words only authorised and 
well understood abbreviations should be used. 
5 .  Place names should always be written in BLOCK CAPITALS. 
6. The I< Address from " should be in some standard abbreviated 
form, e.g. " BROWNMOUTH CONTROL ". 
7. The " Time of Origin " of each message should be inserted. using 
the 24 hour clock. 
55. Hints for Telepbonists 
I .  Handwriting (including the writing of place-names in BLOCK 
CAPITALS) must be legible. 
2. The 24 hour system of recording times must be used. In quoted 
times 1400 should be given as " One four Double 0 .. and so on, 
rrtidnight is given as 2359 or 0001 ,  so that it may reactily be identified 
by using a single date. 
3. Telephonists must have a knowledge of the Wardens and Damage 
Control Report Forms and the method of writing down " IN t, messages 
and the telephoning of " OUT " messages. They should be prepared 
to catechize on .. IN .. messages from Posts. 
4. ALI messages should be " checked back " to ensure that they have 
been correctly received. 
5. A knowledge of local geography is also important, with particular 
reference to any names in connection with which errors in telephone 
messages might easily occur. 
56, Hints on the Use of the Telephone 
I .  Always keep your temper, be clear, precise, and polite. 
2. On the most simple call the co-operation of three parties is 
concerned-the caller. the exchange operator, and the receiver. Full 
co-operation between users and operators is an essential feature of 
easy telephoning. and is one which cannot be over-stressed. It should 
be borne in mind at aU times, especially when things are goiog wrong. 
3. When answering the telephone don't say ..  HuLio .. but announce 
your identity, e.g., " BROWNMOUTH CONTROL ", 
4. Assist the exchange operators by speaking distinctly with the lips 
close to the mouth-piece. 
5. All members of the control centre staff must understand that 
conversation on any telephone (including a direct line) is open to 
interception deliberate or accidental. 
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6. Always use tbe phonetic alphabel wben spelling a word. (See 
Appendix " K "  ror G.P.O. and BritISh and U.S.A. Armed Forces 
phonellc alphabets). 
57. llIots ror Despatch Carriers 
1. it is essential that despatch carriers have a sound knowledge of 
map reading and roule finding " wllhout signposts " by day and nighl, 
Including the quickest route and ailernall've routes to all depots., �SlS. 
etc., wilhjn or connccted with the civil defence operational orgamS3110n. 
2. Motor cyclists should DOt take unnecessary risks when on the 
road and should remember that fru,t driving wiIJ cause unnecessary 
wear and lear on machines, particularly on the lyres. 
58. Control Centre Exercises 
(i) General 
The object of this part of the lrainlOg of members of the control 
centre MafT is to teach them to work together as a team. 0 attempt 
should be made at finlt to instruct them In the details of tbe work of 
other members of the slatr. Such a kno\\ledge is highly desirable, to 
allow for sickness, temporary casualli� and so that they can provide 
assistance to onc another in rush periods, but any changing round of 
duties f,hould be deferred until each member has become so ex pen in 
his own duties that efficieot team work is almost automatic. 
Although this stage of training must consist of a progres�ive series 
of e.\en.:ises, which shouJd eventually Include all per�ons who would 
work at Ihe cenlre in lime of war, It IS Imponant to postpone unul 
later any exercises an which all the various Civil Defence Sections also 
play lheir parts on the ground. 
It i\ Imponant that this training of the staff of a centre should take 
place in premises which can conveniently be set out as a control centre. 
lfthe premisc3 are normally used for some other purpose any ditficulties 
in connection wuh re·arranging the rOOms for training must be faced. 
Control centre exercises should rarely last for more than an hour, 
and should be follo\\ cd by a di�cu�sion at \\ hich the per onnel taking 
part Citn have their attention drawn to any mistakes made. 
It  is recommended that the exerci�es should develop as follo\\'s:­
Fir�tly: E\ercises without the message room staff. 
Laler: Exercises for tbe staff of the complete centre, including 
message room. 
(ii) Exercises without Afessage Room staff 
For these exercises, suitable messages to afford practice to the 
operations room slaff sbould be prepared beforehand, e\actly in the 
form In which they would be delivered from the mes�ge room and 
handed in to the opera lions room at intcrmls of time controlled by 
the officer-in-charge of the exercise. AI the outset a single message 
should be dealt with step by step ample time being allowed for full 
explanation of the procedure. Gradually the situations re\'(�alcd by 
tbe mC!tsagcs should be made increasingly complicated Bnd difficult to 
deal with, and the rate at \\ hich messages 3re received should be 
increa�cd until the staff are hard pressed. It  should, however. be 
remembered that even in war-lime Ihe message handling capacity of 
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the message room wiU impose limitations on the number of messages 
received by the operations room. Conclusions which are both dis­
couraging and false may result if the hustling of tbe staff is pressed 
to an unrealistic extent at peace-time practices. 
During these exercises DO actual use is made of the message room 
telephones, but it is essential to have an experienced person in the 
message room:-
To produce the prepared ..  IN " messages as and when 
instructed by the ofticer-in-charge. 
To receive " OUT " messages originated in the operations room, 
and after a suitable interval to hand them back with the " Time 
of Despatch " and " Telephonists Initials " filled in. 
To write, and after a suitable delay to produce, any essential 
replies to unforeseen messages sent out by the staff. 
To provide, if tbe officer-in-charge considers it necessary. 
any 
additional information which might have been obtained by means 
or telephone calls. 
As the exercises develop Heads of Sections or their representatives 
should also attend to fill their appropriate positions in the operations 
room. 
It is important that the officer responsible for arranging operations 
room exercises appreciates that in war the first reports received at the 
control centre after a heavy attack will only give a broad picture of 
the extent and amount of damage. This information will be received 
from:-
(a) Observation Posts or from high ground overlooking the 
damaged area. 
(b) Wardens' Posts. 
(c) Headquarters Reconnaissance Parties. 
These reports should give sufficient information to enable the 
Controller and his staff to form a plan of action and issue deployment 
orders to the Civil Defence Services. 
Although subsequent reports will 'give more detailed information. it 
must be emphasised tbat there will be a considerable time lag before 
the Controller obtains a complete picture of all that bas happened in 
the area. 
As exercises develop the staff must, therefore. be trained to make 
decisions and draw the correct impressions from information which at 
first may be incomplete or even incorrect, e.g. conflicting reports from 
the different reporting agents on the approximate centre(s) and extent 
of damage, roads blocked, best approach to tbe damaged area, etc. 
The foHowing are some of the problems which messages at this stage 
could be made to reveal. 
( I )  Roads blocked between depots and scene or damage to which 
services are to proceed. 
(2) Damage reports giving different descriptions or the same place. 
(3) Belated duplicate reports or damage which is already being dealt 
with. 
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(�) Report which rerers to old occurrence but gives additional 
Information on which action IS required. 
(5) Reports which ot fir" sight appear complicated .or serious .but 
when carefully studied reveal nothlOg on wbJcb Immedl.3.te 
action is required. 
(6) I nadequate, lDaccurale or Incorrectly framed messages. 
(7) Services after being Instructed to proceed to a cenain occur­
rencc, either elcct or 3rc compelled to stop and deal with other 
damage en route. 
(8) Reports or unexploded missiles. 
(9) Damage which should be reported immediately to Group/Zone 
or Region (e.g. Key or Vital Point). 
( 10) Total damage exceeds that which can be dealt with immediately 
by re ourees available locally. 
(ill) Ew,cis .. for ,'', Slaff 0/ ,"e Complete Cell Ire 
Exercises in which both operations room and message room staffs 
tuke part can be sct on the general lines already described for the more 
advanced exercises for the operations room only. It is, however, 
important 10 obtain the co-operation of the Warden Seclion who might 
originate damage reports or otber mes�ages and send them to the 
control ccntre. As the action wh.icb will be taken in the operations 
room cannot be forecast with complete accuracy the messages from 
wardens cannot be completely pre-arranged in every detail. The 
officcr-m-charge of the exercise may wish to vary the text of certain 
messages to bring home to the operations room staff the consequence. 
of any omis�ions or ill-advised action. For this purpose it  is a great 
advantage ifnI!  messages sent to the message room 3re in fact originated 
from some other place, e.g. \Vardens' Post. and arrangements Will be 
required to enable the officer-in-charge to communicate with this place 
for .. stage management "  purposes. The simplest solution is for 
messages to be originated from a place so close to the control centre 
that the officer-in-charge can give any necessary instructions in person. 
At some swge of training, practice should be included ID deahng with 
messages, \'erbal or written, brought to the centre by despatch carriers, 
wardens and others. When a verbal report is brought to the centre 
the person reporting should be carefully cross-Questioned to make sure 
that notlling bas been misunderstood or left out. It is less necessary 
to cross-question tbe bearers of written reports, provided the report is 
full and clear, but everyone who brings a report should be kept at the 
centre tiU his report has been seeD by tbe message supervisor, in case 
anything is Dot clear or additional information is required. 
59. Reporting by Control Centres 
One of the most important functions of control centres is to keep 
the nexl higher authority supplied wilh sucb information as is needed 
to enable action to be taken promptly at bigher levels and to make 
those levels aware of the general position in all areas after attacks. 
In war tbe Home Office and/or Regional Commissioners will issue 
precise instructions as to the kind of information wh.ich is required and 
the priorities for different kinds of messages. 
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In training in peace time the following guiding principles shou1d 
be practised and followed:-
(i) The reporting procedure must be flexible so that it can deal with 
any particular phase of bombing, light, medium or heavy. 
(ii) Information which requires urgent action at higher level must 
be reported immediately (e.g. first bomb, requests for help, 
suspicion of the use of gas or biological agents, etc.). 
(iii) Higher formations must be sent periodic situation reports at 
reasonable intervals giving a brief summary of the general 
situation. (including negative information) so that they can 
judge whether anticipatory action is needed, especial.ly to deal 
with heavy casualties, large numbers of homeless, etc. The 
importance of giving early warning of this kind cannot be 
overstressed since it will enable the authority or authorities 
needing help to get it much quicker than if they wait till the 
situation is fully developed and perhaps out of control so far 
as local resources are concerned. 
(iv) Severe damage sustained to vital installations shou1d be 
reported as soon as possible, e.g. important bridges, power­
stations, etc. In judging the need for such reports the effect 
on the national war effort should be an important criterion. 
(v) Routine information should be reserved for tbe periodic 
situation reports, and any special summary which may be 
required every twelve hours. Such reports should avoid 
unnecessary detaHs and aim only at giving the broad picture. 
Last war experience showed clearly that far too much detail 
tended to find its way even up to the higbest levels. This is 
waste of time and may clog up an already overstrained 
communication system. 
rr training is based on tbese principles, it will give a soUd foundation 
for further instruction as and wben more detailed guidance on the 
requirements of modern warfare becomes available. 
Practice should include all types of bombing, from minor to the use 
of the atomic bomb. paying attention, for example, to attacks which 







Each local authority responsible for organising a Division of the 
Civil Defence Corps will appoint a Chief Reconnaissance Officer (and 
deputies where necessary) to take cbarge of the Sub-Section. Where 
the loc..1.J authority is divided for control purposes (e.g. in a county 
borough with Sub-Controls or a county with Suh-Divisional Control 
Centres) it will be necessary to appoint an Assistant Chief Recon­
naissance Officer at each Sub-Comrol or Suh-Divisional Control 
Centre. Under these officers the Sub-Section will operate in parties, 
each under a Reconnaissance Officer. Each reconnaissance party will 
normally consist of four men including the officer, but their com­
position can be varied ad hoc according to the task in hand. 
Reconnaissance parties will be equipped with wireless and motor 
transport e.g. of the jeep type. Although they will work from Control 
and Sub-Control Centres and report direct to the Controller or Sub­
Controller they will normally be located at depots situated away from 
the central target areas. 
66. Personnel 
Personnel requirements for the reconnaissance sub-section can be 
considered under two main headings (a) general reconnaissance and 
(b) the scientific or technical aspect of reconnaissancc. 
(a) To carry out the type of general reconnaissance which will be 
the responsibility of the Headquarters Section Reconnaissance 
Parties (See Manual of Basic Training, Volume J,  Pamphlet 
No. 9, .. Reconnaissance and Reporting ") will require 
reasonably fit men, able quickly and accurately to assess the 
situation, to separate essential from non-essential details and 
to report the former in concise terms. 
(b) The scientific or technical aspect of reconnaissance will require 
the services of people with a scientific background who will be 
given special training to enable them to carry out reconnaissance 
duties in connection witb A.B.C. warfare. 
In addition the Sub-Section will require the services of people with 
scientific degrees e.g. chemists, physicists or biologists who wil1 receive 
part of their training under arrangements made by the Regional 
Scicntific Advisers. After successfully completing this training they 
will be qualified as Technical Reconnaissance Officers and will be 
responsible for giving technical instruction to those members of the 
reconnaissance parties mentioned in (b) above. It is clearly desirable 
that the Chief Reconnaissance Officer or one of his deputies should 




DUring and after an attack, especially an attack. with A. B.C. weapons, 
Civil Defence Controllers will require certain information which caD 
only be obtalOed by specially trained reconnaissance personnel. The 
functions therefore of reconnaissance parties will be to collect tllis 
Information wbicb Will be of two kmds; operauonal and general. 
(i) Operational Requirements 
The object will be to carry out a broad reconnaissance as soon after 
a heavy attack. as pos�lble for the purpose of giving the Controller an 
overall picture of the general snuation, showing the scale and extent 
of the damage and ItS probable centre, the fire situation and condition 
of roads. This report togcther with the messages sent In by otber 
reporting agents will form the basis of a plan of operatiOns. 
If an :llomlC attack is experienced, urgent inrormation will be 
reqUIred to enable the location or ground zero and the height or burst 
to be determined. The Civil Derence Controller WIll also reqUJre 
reports about the extent, Ir any, or re�idual radioactivity In order to 
aVOId exposing personnel to unnecessary risk. 
Jf toxic agents have been used an immediate report must be made 
on the hazard to which personnel In the affected area will be exposed. 
This mrOrD1allOn WIll be required urgently In order to decide on the 
operational action which may be reqUIred. This report should include 
so far as possIble the extent of the areas affected, the wind direction, the 
IIltcnsity of any concentration, and Ir possible the actual nature or the 
conta mina t ion. 
The task or confirnllng or otherwise the presence or biological agents 
w,1I be undertaken by the Public Health Laboratory Service who will 
be C<.llled 10, If necessary, and will be responsible ror the detailed 
c,ammatlon of bomb rragments and for the collection or liquid or 
,-llr samples for laboratory tests. The detcction or biological agents 
is likely to be extremely difficult, and to reqUIre the services or a 
tramed bacteriologIst. 
Reconnaissancc parties will be responsible for the Identification 
and/or collection of samples of chemical agents and ror providing 
further inrormation about their effccl�. 10 consultation with the 
Damage Control Officers they WIll define and mark any danger area. 
(ii) General Requiremellls 
In addition to tbe intelligence described above there is a general 
requirement for accurate and quick inrormation about type� of weapons 
used by the enemy, their effects and other relevant information which 
would be required both for offensive and defensive purposes. In this 
connection reconnaissance parties will be responSible for collecling 
the necessary intelligence. It  is important tbat they should reach the 
area us quickly as possible before the re!>ults or the particular weapon 
have been obscured as a result of civil defence or other operations, 
they will also be responsible for the detection and idenltfication�of 
unexploded missiles. 
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Reconn:lissance parties will also be available to carry out other 
special reconnaissance tasks as required by the Controller, e.g., to 
clear up any obscure situation. to check and/or amplify reports on 
which further or more detailed information is required. 
68. Training 
Technical Reconnaissance Officers will be recruited from persons 
who already have scientific and technical qualifications and will be 
given specialised instruction in (a) general civil defence duties and 
(b) the scientific aspects of A.B.C. warfare. The other members of 
reconnaissance units in addition to general civil defence training will 
be given special training as required by the nature of their duties and 
will include for example (a) reconnaissance and reporting; (b) the 
nature and effects of A.B.C. warfare ; (c) appreciating any special 
aspects of bomb damage ; (d) the location and identification of partic­
ular types of weapons used by the enemy, especially unexploded 
missiles; (e) the use of wireless. 
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Grou� Con(rol Centre 
Encland and Waln __ Control Centre lOr County. 
COUnty 80rou,". Hetropol'UII 80'011," 0, 
Scheduled COllntr D,strlU 
Scotland-Control Centre for County Jo,nt 
County, lar,e Bur,h or comb,nation of the.e 
En,t;r.nd and W,.lu-Sllb·OI�" lonil Control 
Cenl"" Sub-Colluol (enlrt of I COUnlY 
8orou,1I 
Scotl:ilnd-Sub-Conuol Centre 
County D,strict Control Centre 
Wardtns' Pot! 
Indun.lli and Comm" C<11 C,v,1 De'ence Un't 
ObitrUllotl Pou 
FI� Sill Ion 
(furlk" lymbolllO be propoltd Of' dUI! courte) 
Police Hudqul,tefi 
• 
Symbol c-., o.r�nll'on 
elu. Pol,(t O'''II,onll SUllon 
.. Pol,n S�b·DI""lonJJ SUI'OI'l 
.. Pollea Sawonal SUUOfI 
I:8J .. Poilu SUlion (ochr l/lan abo".) 
W 
... � 
... hllt 8&$e HOlp,lJJ bf,dI,ro�not 
-
W .. CUlhlon HOlplttJ 
- .. . t-
W 
.. CU�JJI)' Tn ...... t CenlU 
� .. Sutlon for 1101tl1. Flnt Alot Unlu 
e "tot with ... hit. (rClU I1lln Ambulant. SUllon 
e .. local AMbulUlu Sutlon 
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Symbol Colour Oef,notlDn 
Grun Rut Centre 
© " Informltlon Centre 
0 .. Emef,ency Mull Centre 
..... .. Public or Communll S�elttr (Sufbce) 
... ..  Public Or Communll S�elttr (Under,ro .. nd) 
C,vll Defence Olpot 
, 
8 .. C ... I Deftnet Mobile Column Hudq"�r<�fI 
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NUMBER OF MESSAGE ROOM TELEPHONE LINES (ENGLAND AND WA[,FS) 
CoUDt, Sub-Division Co t 0" t . t Co I I Group. ·Count)' Borouab, Population County Control Ceotro (0) eozurol WI '/ C!nr:e 0 to ·Scbeduled County DIstrict Sub-Control Ceatres Centro (II) (b) HI Control CelHro (a) 
(I) (2) (J) (4) (9) (10) 
One nebula line tCien-ed One exchanp line raerved. One olebaoio lin. resened One line reserved for communication Ooe hne reKnred for c.om-
(or collUDuDicatiol with for coIDIDuokatina ""ilb for communicado. wilh with tbo oul hiiber lutnont)' municalkln wllb p .. r�1 
RC'j:iou. 000 .. ,eooral " County, ODC .. aeoeral .. SUb-DIYi.uOD. Privale lioel (Rf'ilOD or Group as tbe cue may Control Centre. Private hne. 
eJ:chll\8o hne per two .ub-- C.lCUnaO line anti one 10 Poliee and Fife HQ &Dd be). Onc " FDUlII " HchlOP 10 Pohoc Ind Flnl HQ aDd 
diYlSlonl, phn POVIIO hoes olcbll.nae Imo J)C't two Ambul&DCe Corurol (wbere line. pn\/llto hoes 10 Pollee Ind Ambulaooo Coouol (wbere 
to Pohcoe and Fire County Coumy Dinrict Connol Ippropriate) i( in same Fire HQ IIId Ambulwee Control apPfopriatc). 
or Dl�'lional HQ and Centra, plla private hm:. town. C",hue appropriate). In IIId Oul 'phonCil al below. 
Ambull,DCC Control (where to Police and Fire CounS In .nd Out linu u below. Group Centres "'ould '''0 h.�e onc appropriate) I( In lime County or Divisiooal H uc.bl.n,e hoc (or pri�.te lino if town. IIId Ambulance Contro di$laOta are lbort) per constituent 
(where appropo.tc) I( io aUlhoruy. 
IImC towo. -Those bivins Sub-Conttol • •  bould 
tt di • •  ote'l are .hort, private havc onc uua excb.n,e line: 
linu to Couoty DiJinCI thcy .hould .150 have ODe privatc 
Coolrob in heu o( elIch.OiCi hoc (or elch Sub-Control otber 
lines. than Ihat combmed witb tbe main 
cootrol. 
Cd) -Tholc .... ,thout Sub-Controb would 
bElve addillonai tclcphona aa (or 
Scale A ScalCi 0 Sub-Control Ceotro (col.. ( 1 1 )  
Ind (12)J. 1------,- --,-,---
IN O\J� IN OUT iN dOT m (6) (7) (8) ( 1 1 )  (12) 
80,000-100,000 6 6 ) 2 6 6 
60,000- 80,000 5 5 2 2 5 5 
40,000- 60,000 4 4 2 2 4 4 
)(),OOO- 40.000 3 3 2 I 3 3 
Below 30,000 2 2 I I 2 2 
{OJ h .... ,11 ulu",Uy ." pOlSibl� (or Ihe Mlin Control .nd thCl SJb-Cootfol (or the Irea 10 whieb il il .itulted to be combined, rhe coollol .;:entre will then require I combmed Kilo of 
telepbooCi. Thll. I County Borou,h control .;:entre which .eu ILl Sub-control cenue (or the Sub-divillon in .... hich II is situated .... iII h,,'o the County BorOUih Kale plu. the apf'rorri:lle 
tale .ecordin, 10 populauol'l (u In.d,cated in col •. 1 1  .nd 12) for the SutH;ontrol. (6) Where a County hu DO CouOly Dllitrin Control <:entrn lbe Sub-DivUilon.a! Control Cenlres (as tbey will receive r�poru din�cl frota warderu, etc,) ",II offd additional telc"booes, 
accordl� 10 po"ull,ion, III 'ba .... n '0 col,. (5) to (8). (c) Pr,�aIO hDel to Important Dc:pou may be .,rovide4 .. here specially autbari.,w. ror eacb 1"'0 depou 10 COnncele4 tbe " out ,. OXU_ie neblollic hnes (cols (6}, or ,12» will be re4uced 
by one, I»'l'Ivldcd tbat at leul one ,. OUI " hne �UD. 









NUMBER OF MESSAGE ROOM TELEPHONE LINES (SCOTLAND) 
I 
County Control Centre Sub-Control Centre Control Centre Sub-Cootroi Centre Population (County) (Large Burgh) (Large Burgb) 
(1) (2) (3) (8) (9) 
One excbange line reserved for One exchange line reserved for One exchange I inc reserved for One exchange line reserved for 
communicating with Zonel communicating with County communicating with Zooe! commurucation witb parent 
Central Control, one Control and one .• general .. Central Control, one Control Centre. Private 
.. genera) .. exchange line and exchange line, plus a private .. gcneral " excbange line, circuits to Police and Fire 
one excbange line per �o circuit to Police Divisional and private circuits to Police H.Q. 
SulrCoDtrols, plus private 
circuits to Police and Fire 
or Sub-Divisional Station. H.Q. and Fire Station. 
H.Q., if in the same town. or In and Out Lines as detailed Cootrol Centres having Suf>. In and Out lines as detailed 
appropriate Station. below: Controls would also have below: 
one private circuit per Sub--
Soc also note (a) below. Sub--Controls Others Control and one additional in the Zones exchange line. 
IN OUT (b) IN OUT (b) See also note (0) below. IN OUT (b) 
(4) (5) (6) (7) (10) (11) 
80,000-100,000 · . .  6 6 3 2 6 6 
60,000- 80,000 . . .  5 5 2 2 5 5 
40,000- 60,000 · . .  4 4 2 2 4 4 
30,000- 40,000 · . .  3 3 2 1 3 3 
Below 30,000 · . .  2 2 I 1 2 2 
(,.) In 2eneral. a larlZe burlZh will be controlled from the main C..ontml C..e.nlre: Rome c:nunti�_ a]Ul will he c:nntrnllerl directlv frnm the C..nuntv C..nntml centre. -Such Centres wi1l require a combined scale of telepbones (burghs-Cols. (8), (10) and ( I I ) ;  counties Col. (2) plus Cols. (4) and' (S) or (6) 
and (7) as appropriate). Similarly where a main Control and a Sub--Cootrol occupy the same premises, wbelher in a county or in a large burah, the 
scale of telephones will be found by combiniog the scales in the appropriate columns. 
(6)) Private circuits to important DepoUi may be provided, but for each two Depots so connected the •• out .. message eJ[change lines (Cols. (S), (7) or (11» 
will be reduced by one, provided tbat at least one ., out " line remains. 

APPENDIX I 
SOME MILITARY ABBREVIATIONS 
In Pull 
Accommodation ... . . . . . . . . .  
Acknowledge, Acknowledged, or acknowledgement 
Adjutant . , . , _ ,  . . .  ... ... . . . 
Administration or administrative . . .  ' " 
Advance or advanced 
Advanced dressing station 
Ambulance " .  
Anti·gas 
Anti-personnel 
Appendix " .  
Armour piercing 
Army Catering Corps 
Army Fire Service . . .  
Artillery 
Atomic warfare 
Authority or authorised 
Bacteriological 
Bailey bridge 
• • •  
· . .  
Bakery .. .  . . .  
Base depot or bomb disposal 
Biological warfare . . .  . . .  
Camouflage or camouflaged 
Casualty (;es) . . .  
Casualty clearing station 
Casualty collecting post 
Chemical warfare 
Civil or civilian 
Civil Defence 
Column " .  
. . . 
· . .  
· . .  
· . .  
. . . 
· . .  
· . .  
· . .  




· . .  
Company quarter-master-sergeant 
Company sergeant.major ... 
Composite . . .  
Confidential ".  
· . .  
· . . 
. . . 
· . .  
· . .  
· . .  
· . .  
• • •  
· . .  
· . .  
· . .  
Construct, constructed, or construction . . .  
Co-ordinate. C<K>rdinated. co-ordinating, or C(K)rdination 
Corps of Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers 
Corps or Royal Military Police 
Cross roads . . .  
Decontamination . . .  
Depot 
Dispatch rider 
· . . 
Detach, detached, or detachment . . .  
Distribution . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  
District . . .  
Dock .. .  . . . 
Driver ... 
Echelon ... . . . 
Enemy aircrart . . .  . . .  
Equipment ... . . .  . . .  . . .  
Establish, established, or establishment 
Estimated time of arrival . . .  . . .  
Estimated time or completion . .  . 
Estimated time or departure . .  . 
Bvacuate, evacuated, or evacuation 
· . . 
· . .  
. .  . 
· . . · . .  
· . .  
· . .  · . .  
· . .  · . .  
· . .  
· . .  
· . .  . . . 
· . .  . . . 
· . .  
· . .  
6S 
• • •  
· . .  
· . .  
· . .  
· . .  
· . .  
· . .  
· . .  
· . .  
· . . 
· . .  
· .. 
· . .  
· . .  
· . .  




























































Field ... . .. 
Field dressing station 
field surgic:LI team ...  
Field transfusion learn 
Pormatlon ... 
Forward or forwarded 
Garrison ..  . 
Grave ...  . ..  
Group ... " , 
Guard ...  
Guided missile ... 
Headquaners .. .  
lielicopter .. . ..  . 
High explosive .. . 
High Frequency .. . 
Home Quard ... 
I-Iosplla.l . . .  " . 
Hour . . .  . " .. . 
Hygiene ...  .. . 
fn Pull 
...  . .. 
. . .  ... 
. . .  
. . .  . . .  
... .. . 
. . .  
.. .  ... 
. . .  . . .  
..  ' . . . 
...  
... . .. 
.. . ...  
Inch .. . ... ... . .  . 
· . . 
· . .  
...  
...  
. . .  
...  
















. . .  
. . .  
. . .  
. . . 
Lncludc, included, including or inclusive ...  . . . 
Independent... ...  . . . ... . . .  ..  . 





. . .  
. . . 
. . .  
.. . 
..  . 
. . .  
. .  . 
... 
. .. 
. . .  
. .  . 
. . .  
. .  . 
.. . 
... 
Inrorm, ioformed, informalion, or for the inrom1al ion of 
Inland water transport ... . . . 
IlUtruc.t. instructed, instruction, or instructor . . . 
Intell igence . . .  .. . . ..  .. . . ..  
I ntelliaence officer ... . .. . . .  
latelhaencc report .. .  ... ... . .' 
Intelligence summArY ... .. .  
Lntercommunication ... . .. 
Junction ... . .. . .. 
Labour or laboratory 
l,.e.1der ... . . . .. . 




Line (or liDes) of communication ... 
Locatel locatlOg, located, location or locality . . .  
Magaz.llle .. .  ",  . . .  . . .  . 
Maintain, maintained or maintenance .. 




Mecbanical transport officer 
Medical or medium 
Medical rorward treatment unit 
Medical officer 
Meeting point or mil itary police 
Message .. .  . ..  
MClcoroiogicnl or metoorology 
Military ... 
Minimum or minute . . . 
Mobile or mobilisation ..  . 
.. . 
. .. 
. . . 
Mobile laundry and bath compa.ny 
Motor or motorized " , 
Motor cycle or movement control 
Movement control officer . .. 
Non�commissioned officer . . .  




Officer .. .  
Officer commanding 
Offioer�in..charac (of) 
. . .  
. .  ' 










..  . 
. . . 
. . .  
. .  ' 
. . .  
. . . 
. . . 
... 
...  
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.. , 
.. . 
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In Full Abbreviation 
Operate, operated, operation, operational or operator op. 
Operation order ...  . . .  . . . . . .  . . .  0.0. 
Organise, organised, or organisation org. 
Other rank(s) · . . O.R. 
Park . . .  pk. 
Passive air defence . . .  · . . P.A.D. 
Periodic intell igence report · . .  perintrep. 
Personnel · . .  pers. 
Petroleum pet. 
Petroleum filling station pet. sta. 
Pioneer · . .  · . .  pnr. 
Platoon · . .  · . .  pI. 
Point . .  ' · . . · . .  pt. 
Portable · . . ptbl. 
Radio telephony · . .  R.T. 
RaiJhead R.H. 
Railway rly. 
Railway Iraffic officer R.T.O. 
RecOlmaissance or reconnoitre · . .  · . .  reece. 
Recover, recoverod or recovery · . .  rec. 
Reference or referred ref. 
Regimental aid post · . . · . .  · . .  R.A.P. 
Reinforcement rfl. 
Rendezvous ...  · . . R.V. 
Restricted · . .  restd. 
Road . . .  · . .  · . .  · . .  ,d. 
Royal Army Service Corps R.A.S.C. 
Royal Army Medical Corps R.A.M.C. 
Royal Army Ordnance Corps · . .  R.A.O.C. 
Royal Pioneer Corps · . .  R.P.C. 
Salvage or salvaged · . . · . . sal. 
Second or section · . .  · . .  · . .  · . . sec. 
Signal · . .  · .. · . .  slg. 
Signals despatch office S.D.O. 
Signals despatch service · . . · . . S.O.S. 
Situation report .. . · . .  · . .  silrep. 
Squadron · . .  · . .  · . .  sqn. 
Staff officer · . .  · . .  · . .  · . .  · . .  S.O. 
Siaff sergeant S. sgt. 
Station · . .  . . . sla. 
Streicher bearer · . .  · . .  S.B. 
Taclieal reconnaissance · . .  t3c.R. 
Targel · . .  · . . · . .  tgt. 
Technical · . .  · . .  tech. 
Telecommunications · . .  · . . leis. 
Telegraph, telegraphy, or telegraphic . ' . · . . · . .  tg. 
Telephone · . .  · . .  · . .  tele. 
Temporary · . .  · . .  temp. 
Top secret · . .  · . .  · . .  · . .  · . .  · .. TOP SEC. 
Traffic · . .  tfe. 
Transport · . .  · . .  · . .  · . .  tpl. 
Transporter · . .  · . .  · . .  . . .  · . .  tplT. 
Unclassifled . . .  · . . unclas. 
Unexploded bomb(s) · . .  · . . UXB. · . .  . . . . . ' 
Unserviceable . . .  unsv . . . .  
Vehicle . . .  . . .  . .  ' veh. 
Vehicles to the mile . . .  . .  ' VIm . · . .  . . .  
Vulnerable point . .  ' V.P. . . .  
Weight . . .  . . .  . .  ' wt . 
With effect from 
. .  ' 
wef. 




AP PENDIX J 
FIR ST REPORT 
MESSAGE FORM FOR USE A T CIVIL DEFENCE CONTROL CENTRBS 
Date Time at w hich receipt of Telepbonist's Initials 
as completed message w 
Name of Reporting Agent 
(e.g. Warden's Post Numbe r). 
Position of Occurrence Time of Occurrence (Approx.) 
Type of Damage' H.E. I.B. A B c 
Damage: • Severe - Slight 
Casualties :-* Many - Few 
Roads :-Names of Principal Roads Blocked. 
Fires : 
*Delete tbose NOT reported 
- * Yes - No 
69 
Serial No. of Occurrence 
(For Use in Operations Room) 
'DAMAGE REPORT/PROGRESS REPORT CDM.2 
MESSAGB FORM FOR USB AT CIVIL DEfENCE CoNTROL CENTRES 
Date T,me at which receipt of 
message was completed 
Telephonjs1's lnitials 
Name of Reporting Agent 
(e.g. Warden's Post umber) 
Position of Occurrence 
Type of Damage· I H.E. 
Approximate o. of Casualties 
(if any trapped say so) 
Time of Occurrence (Appro •. ) 
LB. A B C 
Names of Roads Completely Blocked 
Fire Situation 
Damage to Mains·-Water, Coal Gas, Sewers, Electric Cables (Over­
head, Underground) 
·Position of Any-UncAploded Missiles/Suspected Contamination 
Remarks 
'Delete those NOT reported Serial No. of Occurrence 
(For Use in Operations Room) 
70 
• 
DAMAGE CONTROL REPORT 
MESSAGB FORM FOR USE AT CIVIL DBFBNCB CONTROL CENTRES 
Date Time at which receipt of Telephonist's Initials 
message was completed 
Name of Reporting Position of Time of Occurrence 
Agent Occurrence (Approx.) 
Type of Damage' 
H.E. I LB. rlBl C 
Casualties Trapped Serious 
Cleared . .  . . . . 
To be cleared . . .  
Names of Roads Completely Blocked 
Fire Situation 
Homeless Situation 
Damage to Mains· 
Water 
Coal Gas 
. { Overhead Electric Cables Underground 
Sewers 
Slight Dead Total 
'Position of any Unexploded Missiles/Suspected Contamination 
Damage to Property (State if factories, 
warehouses, public shelters, food 




'Delete those NOT Reported 
71 
Serial No. of Occurrence 
(For Use in Operations Room) 
OUT MESSAGE FORM 
Date TIme at which despatch of 
message was completed 
ADDRESS TO:-
TEXT OF MESSAGE:-





Serial No. of 
Occurreoce 
(For use in 
Operations 
Room) 
SIG ATURE (of official authorising the despatch 
of this " out " message): 
72 
]\ MESSAGE FORM 
Date Time at which receipt of 
message was completed 
ADDRESS TO:-
TEXT OF MESSAGE:-






Serial No. of 
Occurrence 






A - Andrew 
B - Benjamin 
C - Charlie 
D - David 
E - Edward 
F - Frederick 
G - George 
H - Harry 
I - Isaac 
J - Jack 
K - King 
L - Lucy 
M - Mary 
N - Nellie 
0 - Oliver 
P - Peter 
Q - Queenie 
R - Robert 
S - Sugar 
T - Tommy 
U - Uncle 
V - Victory 
W - William 
X - Xmas 
Y - Yellow 






o - .. OH .. with long •• 0 .. 
I - .. WUN " emphasizing the con­
sonant " N "  
2 - .. TOO " emphasizing the con­
sonant " T " with a long " 00 " 
3 - " THR-R-REE" with a slightly 
rolling " R" and a long " E "  
4 - . .  FOER .. one syllable with long 
" 0 "  
5 - .. FIFE " emphasizing the first con-
sonant " F "  
6 - . .  SIX " with long " X .. 
7 - .. SEV-EN " two syllables 
8 - " ATE" with long "A" and em­
phasizing the consonant " T "  
9 - .. NINE " one syllable with long 
" I 
.. and emphasizing the first 
consonant " N .. 
Brilish &. U.S.A. 
ArftU!d Forces 
A - Able 
B - Baker 
C - Charlie 
0 - Dog 
E - Easy 
F - FOlt 
G - George 
H - How 
I - Item 
J - Jig 
K - King 
L - Love 
M - Mike 
N - Nan 
o - Oboe 
P - Peter 
Q - Queen 
R - Roger 
S - Sugar 
T - Tare 
U - Uncle 
V - Victor 
W - William 
X - X-ray 
Y - Yoke 
Z - Zebra 
1. All members of the Civil Defence Services will use tbe G.P.O. phonetic equi­
valents for letters and figures. 
2. At Civil Defence Control Centres where messages are likely to be received 
from the Armed Forces copies of the Armed Forces phonetic alpbabet should be 
available for reference. 
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M A N U A L  O F  B A S I C  
T R A I N I N G  
V O L U M E  I 
PAMPHLETS 
No. I AMBULANCE SEC'nON (1951) Is. Od. ( ls. 2d.) 
No. 2 WELFAIlE SEC'nON (1952) Is. 3d. (Is. -ltd.) 
No. 2A WELFAIlE SEC'noN-Emergency 
Feeding (1 952) . . .  Is. 9d. (Is. IOfd.) 
No. 28 WELFARE SEC'nON - Improvi. 
sation of Large Scale Cook· 
ing Equipment (1 952) Is. 3d. (Is. <!;d.) 
No. 3 WARDEN SEC'nON (1951) ... Is. 3d. (I s. <!;d.) 
No. 6 O R G A NISATION OF CIVIL 
DEFENCE AND ALum> SER' 
VICES (1 952) . . .  I s .  Od. ( I s .  l td.) 
No. 8 P R I N C I P L E S  OF D A M A G E  
CONTROL (1951) . . .  Is. Od. (Is. lid.) 
No. 9 RECONNAISSANCE AND REpORT' 
ING (1952) ... . . .  Is. 6d. (Is. 7td.) 
Binders for these pamphlets are available 
price Is. 6d. (Is. 8d.) 
PrlDn III In""",,, bid .. _.,. 
hIeft _ 1fau  .. Iuwd/rom lime I. _; IIIMft 
... _ " ,.""",. • -. tin IIt1nItII/Iy 
___ '" • __ lUI. n. dol. Poft hi 
...... .... .,.,...""., 0/. - ,...", ..... 

